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Abstract

The rapid development of second-generation sequencing has brought about a
significant increase in the amount of omics data. Integrating and analyzing these
single-cell datasets is a challenging problem. In this paper, we propose a new
model, called as CVQVAE, based on a cross-trained VAE, and strengthened by the
Vector Quantization technique for multi-omics data integration. CVQVAE projects
data vectors from different omics onto a common latent space in such a way that (1)
similar cells are close in the latent space and (2) the original biological information
present in each of the omics (including cell cycle and trajectory) are preserved. Our
model is trained and optimized solely based on the multi-omics data and requires
no additional information such as cell-type labels. We empirically demonstrate the
stability and efficiency of our method in data integration (alignment) on datasets
from a recent competition on Open Problems in Single Cell Analysis.

1 Introduction

Recent advances in single-cell high-throughput sequencing technologies have made it possible to
obtain cell-specific information about thousands of cells in parallel. Single-cell multi-omics assays, in
particular, can provide a multi-layered picture, magnifying the resolution at which cell heterogeneity
can be studied. Typical single-cell data modalities (or “omics”) may include DNA accessibility (7),
transcriptomics (RNA-seq) (5), cell surface protein measurements (31; 20). These different "views”
allow multiple steps in the process of gene expression to be simultaneously probed, as illustrated in
Figure 1.

While joint profiling of multiple modalities in the same single cell is now possible (6; 31), the
simultaneous analysis of data from different modalities presents several challenges. First, data from
different modalities will typically lie in different ambient dimensions, and the scale of the different
modalities may differ significantly. Batch effects, due to differences in sample preparation and
sequencing techniques, can also contribute to this difference in the data scales and distribution (19).
Second, properly integrating the information from different modalities is not a straightforward task,
and simple approaches such as mean removal and normalization are not able to fully “align” the
different data modalities. As the cost of joint multi-modal sequencing is still very high (11), it is
important to develop new computational methods that can take full advantage of the informational
power of multi-modal data.

One natural approach to integrate different data modalities is to jointly map them into a single,
common latent space. In the context of single-cell multi-omics data, each cell has multiple data
vectors (from each of the different modalities), and our goal is to map those vectors onto a common
latent space, as illustrated in Figure 2. Intuitively, these latent representations should achieve two
conflicting goals: (1) the vectors representing the same cell across different modalities should be
close in the latent space, and (2) the original structure of each of the data modalities, which may
carry biological meaning such as cell type and cell trajectories, should be maintained (or improved
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Figure 1: By combining three different single-cell data modalities – chromatin accessibility (ATAC),
transcription profiling (GEX), and surface protein quantification via antibody tagging (ADT) – we
obtain a comprehensive view of the gene expression process (DNA is transcribed into RNA, which is
translated into protein).

by the integration). Given a common representation space, we can implement the joint analysis of
multi-omics data at once, including the visualization of different type of biological data in the same
space (32; 21; 14; 40), trajectory inference (36), and perturbation analysis (33). Moreover, we can
also utilize the data or distribution in the integrated representation to generate multi-omics data (2)
or complete the missing relationships in the gene regulatory network (4). Therefore, the integrated
representation can help us understand complex multi-omics data in a more comprehensive approach.

Recently, several works have developed deep-learning-based frameworks to build an integrated
representation of multi-omics single-cell data. For example, scJoint (21) utilizes neural networks
with self-supervised learning, transfer learning, and a self-designed loss function to integrate data
from different omics into a common domain. However, running scJoint requires cell type label
information. In many cases, particularly when the goal of the multi-omics analysis is to study the cell
diversity in a tissue, cell type label information will not be available, limiting the applicability of this
method. GLUE (4) is another method for multi-omics data integration based on Graph Variational
Autoencoders and an adversarial training strategy. The original version of GLUE requires prior
information in the form of a gene regulatory network (8), which is the graph needed to perform data
integration. However, most available multi-omics datasets do not include information related to gene
regulatory networks, and the accuracy of this information cannot be guaranteed in general. Another
method that will be very relevant to our discussion is CLUE (36), which won the NeurIPS 2021
competition on Open Problems in Single Cell Analysis (35) (17). CLUE is based on cross-training a
VAE. As we will show, the method we propose has similar performance to CLUE, but with faster
training and a simpler architecture. Finally, one proposed model that does not require much prior
knowledge is scDART (42). This model is constructed based on a gene activity neural network
module and a projection neural network module. However, the pre-processing step of scDART is
relatively difficult because we need to manually compute a matrix containing regions-to-gene-activity
relations, and this matrix is required as the input to scDART. The main contribution of this paper
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Figure 2: Integration of two data omics. For each cell and each omic, the data vector is mapped onto
a common latent space in such a way that points corresponding to the same cell are nearby (circles
and stars) and biological information in the original omics (such as cell type clusters) are preserved.
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Figure 3: The high-level structure of CVQVAE. We use cross-training of the two autoencoders (i.e.,
the encoder of one modality is matched with the decoder of the other modality) to create the integrated
latent space. In addition, vector quantization is used to improve the overall performance.

is to propose a simple and easily trainable model that uses only necessary information to integrate
multi-omics data efficiently.

2 Methods

Our method, which we call Cross Vector-Quantized Variational Auto Encoder (CVQVAE), is based
on the ideas from deep learning (9; 18; 13; 37) and information theory (16). The model architecture
is shown in Figure 3. The key idea is to have two auto-encoders (15) cross trained: the encoder
corresponding to one modality is matched to the decoder of the other modality. This encourages
the integration of the two data modalities in the same latent space. In addition, we use Vector
Quantization (VQ) applied to the output of each encoder. This operation improves the overall model
performance for several potential reasons: in single-cell sequencing technology, expression data of
cells is measured in discrete counts, and it may be natural to model the embedding space as discrete;
due to the operation of the perceptrons, continuous variables will be internally discretized, and it may
be reasonable to construct the hidden space via quantization; VQ-VAE performs better than VAE
by addressing the posterior collapse problem. We will verify this improvement empirically in the
results section by comparing CVQVAE with cross-trained VAE (CVAE). Moreover, in the Discussion
section, we will illustrate the difference between these two models from the perspective of model
training.

To evaluate the quality of the resulting integrated space, we used scIB packages (24) to load benchmark
functions and analyze our final results. In the data pre-processing step, we first load the datasets using
Scanpy (39), and then normalize the separate modalities/omics. For scRNA-seq data and ADT data,
we first extract the top principal components (PCs) to perform further analysis (28). For scATAC-seq
data, we obtain the top Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) components (32). We use these PCs and LSI
components to train our model.

In the model training step, we assume that there are two datasets, S1 and S2, whose entries are
matched as in the case of two omics from the same set of single cells. In addition, we allow the
presence of batch information (for both modalities S1 and S2) which can be viewed as another feature
B, that encodes that batch number using the one-hot encoding. Based on the pair information (which
vectors from S1 are matched to which vectors in S2), we can construct the training dataset directly
and input our training set into the model shown in Figure 3. Our overall model has four neural
networks in total. Two networks are encoders, known as E1 and E2. The other two networks are
decoders, known as D1 and D2. In our training process, the output of our encoder model generates a
latent vector z. We also define a discrete space K based on the embedding function in the Pytorch
package (27). Here we do not use z as the input of our decoder model but instead utilize the nearest
neighbor ez in the space K to represent the input of the decoder model given z. The gradient of the
vector z can be directly inherited from ez based on the straight-estimator estimator process (3). To
update the embedding space K, we utilize exponential moving averages (EMA, see Appendix A)
(37) based on batch training. Finally, given an encoder E, decoder D and discrete space K, we write
down the loss function of this model (VQ-VAE Loss), including reconstruction loss, VQ loss, and
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commitment loss as

L(E,D,K) = log p (x | ez(x))︸ ︷︷ ︸
reconstruction loss

+ ∥sg [z(x)]− ez∥22︸ ︷︷ ︸
VQ loss

+β ∥z(x)− sg [ez]∥22︸ ︷︷ ︸
commitment loss

(1)

where x is an input sample, β is a hyperparameter, and sg(·) is the stop-gradient operator (29), which
truncates the gradient of this vector. Since we have two encoders, which generate posterior vectors z1
and z2, ideally we would like the embedding of vectors from different modalities to be the same if
they correspond to the same cell. Therefore, we would like to include a loss term Loss(z1, z2) that
seeks to minimize the distance between z1 and z2 corresponding to the same cell. Moreover, we
utilize cross-training in the decoder phase, which means that we choose to compute the reconstruction
loss of S1 by decoding ez1 via D2 and the reconstruction loss of S2 by decoding ez2 via D1, both
based on the VQ-VAE Loss. Finally, we combine all the separate loss functions to generate the final
loss function of CVQVAE:

LCVQV AE = λ1 ∗ L1 + λ2 ∗ L2 + λ3 ∗ L3
L1 = L(E1, D2,K1), L2 = L(E2, D1,K2), L3 = Loss(z1, z2)

(2)

where λ1, λ2, λ3 are the weights of the different loss functions. Loss means a general loss function,
and we choose the mean squared error loss here, which is applied to describe the difference between
the embeddings from different omics data. We describe the details related to neural networks’
parameters and the platform used to run our code in the ’Reproducibility’ section. We also utilized
GPU acceleration to increase the efficiency of our training process. To optimize our model, we
utilized Adam (12), which is a well-known self-adaptive optimizer with theoretical guarantees.

Moreover, to evaluate the performance of our model on the data integration task, we utilize five
metrics provided by scIB (24): Batch Average Silhouette Width (ASW) score, Graph connectivity
score, Celltype ASW score, Cell-cycle conservation (CC) score, Normalized mutual information
(NMI) score (38), and Trajectory conservation (TC) score. The first two benchmark metrics are used
to evaluate the omics integration performance, while the last four metrics are used to evaluate the
biological information conservation performance. The metrics are described as follows:

• Batch/Cell-type Average Silhouette Width (ASW): ASW is computed based on the average
intra-cluster and inter-cluster distance. The inter-cluster distance of a sample is calculated
between a point and points in the different clusters, while the intra-cluster distance of a
sample is calculated between a point and points in the same cluster. Silhouette width (SW)
is defined as:

SW =
(dinter − dintra)

max(dinter, dintra)
. (3)

Average silhouette width means we calculate the SW for each point and take the average as
our final result. If the clusters are determined based on cell type labels, we expect that the
higher Cell-type ASW value means better preservation of biological information. However,
the opposite is true for Batch ASW: the lower value, the better is the batch integration. To
maintain the consistency, we use 1−ASW to represent Batch ASW.

• Graph connectivity: GC evaluates whether cells with the same cell type labels are directly
connected in the latent space. Let L represent the set of cell type labels. GC is given by

GC =
1

|L|
∑
c∈L

|LCC (G (Nc, Ec))|
|Nc|

, (4)

where G(Nc, Ec) represents a kNN subgraph containing nodes from cell type c,
|LCC(G(Nc, Ec))| indicates the number of nodes in the largest connected component
(LCC) of the given graph, and |Nc| is the number of nodes with cell type label c. A higher
graph connectivity value indicates better performance in omics integration.

• Cell-cycle conservation: CC score evaluates the preservation of cell-cycle variations to
the expression profile before and after data integration. Cell cycle is a key concept in cell
division, and contains a G1 phase, an S phase and an M phase, each of which has unique
marker genes (30). The principle is that the variance contribution of the S and G2/M phase
scores used to perform the principal component regression towards the raw data should
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be retained in the embedding space after data integration. The phase scores were already
provided in our experiment dataset, and the formula to calculate the CC score is

CC score = 1− |Varbefore −Varafter|
Varbefore

. (5)

A higher CC score indicates better preservation of biological information.

• Normalized mutual information: NMI quantifies the shared information between two
clusterings. We utilize this method to evaluate the performance of cell-type label preservation
by comparing Louvain clusters (L) computed on the embedding after data integration and the
original cell type labels (O) from the experiment dataset. The NMI score can be expressed
as

NMI(L,O) =
MI(L,O)

GM(H(L), H(O))
(6)

where MI() represents the mutual information of two distributions generated based on L
and O, H() is the entropy function and GM() represents generalized mean. A higher NMI
score indicates better preservation of biological information.

• Trajectory conservation: TC evaluates the preservation of cell state information after data
integration. We compute the trajectories based on Scanpy (39) again on our embeddings
and compare the new results with trajectory information in the original data. We calculate
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient s based on the two trajectories and normalize it to
compute the final TC score, defined as

TC(s) =
s+ 1

2
. (7)

A higher TC indicates better preservation of biological information.

3 Results

We used the datasets provided by the organizers of the Open Problems competition to test our model
(23). These datasets contain two types of multi-omics data. The first type combines single-cell
RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq) with Assay for Transposase-Accessible Chromatin using sequencing
(scATAC-seq) data, obtained via thge 10X Multiome assay. The second type combines scRNA-seq
data with Anti-body Tag (ADT) data, obtained via the CITE-seq assay (31). All of the data are from
human cells. We also used one multi-omics dataset (25) (Ma dataset), which is from Mouse cells. In
these datasets, scATAC-seq data represent DNA accessibility information, scRNA-seq data represent
gene expression information, and ADT data represent surface protein information. The combination
‘scRNA-seq+scATAC-seq’ means we have scRNA-seq data and scATAC-seq data from the same cell
with the cell pairing . informatioIn this npa per, we focus on the first type of dataset (10X Multiome)
from the Open Problems competition. Our model for multi-omics data integration is quite flexible,
and we only need to change the input dimensions of our model to apply to the other datasets. For the
integration results on the CITE-seq dataset and Ma dataset, we refer to Appendix B.

3.1 Results on 10X Multiome Data

Using the framework provided by the Open Problems competition (23), we ran our model on ‘scRNA-
seq+scATAC-seq’ dataset and generated the new representation for this high-dimensional multi-omics
dataset. We then fed the embeddings generated on the low-dimensional space into our benchmark
evaluation metrics. We evaluated the model by comparing the results with raw data (PCA+LSI)
and some models focusing on data integration. Our benchmark models include scJoint (21), CLUE
(GLUE) (36), scDART (42), and CVAE. To demonstrate our results visually, we chose UMAP (26)
as a dimensionality reduction tool to help us display the results. The results, including raw data
embeddings and integrated embeddings, are shown in Figure 4.

From Figure 4, we verify that our method can successfully integrate scATAC-seq and scRNA-seq data.
For the diversity of cell type labels, our method ensures that cells from different omics with same cell
types are integrated together without obvious batch effects. For example, T cells are integrated with
T cells, while B cells are integrated with B cells.
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Figure 4: Embeddings from raw data and different models

We evaluate our results based on the metrics discussed in the "Methods" section. We divide the score
of different metrics into Batch group and Cell-type group. Considering the importance of biological
information, we assign different weights to the two sets of metrics. The final score in Tables 1 and 2
is computed based on the following rule from: (24):

Score = 0.4 · ScoreBatch + 0.6 · ScoreCell type (8)

where ScoreBatch represents the average of batch related scores and ScoreCelltype represents the
average of cell-type related scores. We run each method four times and take the average as final
score. The score of all different models can be found in Table 1. We use OOM to indicate when
we ran out of memory while running the model. From Table 1, we see that our model, CVQVAE,
achieves the highest score for NMI, CC score, graph connectivity score, and the overall score, which
are metrics used for evaluating biological information preservation and omics integration. Moreover,
although the final score of CVQVAE and CLUE are close, the running time of our model is about
600 seconds for a dataset containing over 40,000 cells, while it takes over an hour (4431 seconds) for
CLUE to finish. For Ma dataset, CVQVAE also reaches the highest final score comparing with other
benchmark methods (Appendix B, Table 2). These results provide evidence that CVQVAE can retain
more biologically meaningful data than other methods while integrating the data from different omics
efficiently. We also tested the variations of CVQVAE, and results can be found in Appendix C.

Table 1: Overall score of different models

Methods NMI Celltype ASW CC TC Batch ASW Graph connectivity Score
Raw 0.415 0.446 0.430 0.284 0.888 0.597 0.533

scJoint 0.767 0.548 0.344 0.819 0.952 0.920 0.746
CLUE 0.780 0.591 0.847 0.887 0.870 0.963 0.832

scDART OOM OOM OOM OOM OOM OOM OOM
CVAE 0.474 0.488 0.625 0.823 0.788 0.855 0.690

CVQVAE 0.780 0.569 0.883 0.880 0.883 0.982 0.840

3.2 Biological information analysis

It is important to verify that the model output can retain biological information, so in this part, we
evaluate the preservation of biological information in gene expression data and pseudotime analysis.

For the gene expression analysis, we know that each cell type has marker genes based on protein-
encoding genes with high or low expression. For example, for B cells, we have BANK1 as one
marker gene (10), while CD4 T cells have the INPP4B as one marker gene (41). In Appendix D, we
present results based on differential gene expression analysis.

The marker genes can be utilized to perform cell type annotation for each cell. The dataset we
used has different batches, which were previously annotated separately. Our results suggest that
performing annotation on the data after data integration is advantageous. In Figure 5, we see that,
for the BANK1 gene, cells with high expression are clustered together, and the cell type label of
this cluster is B cell. Similarly, for gene INNP4B, the highly expressed cells were not perfectly
clustered together due to the diversity of T cells differentiation, but two major cell groups could still
be observed. Therefore, the prior knowledge is preserved when we perform the multi-omics data
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Figure 5: Differential expression visualization. a) Cells in the integrated space are colored by INPP4B
expression distribution. b) Cells in the integrated space are colored by BANK expression.

integration, and the cell type annotation process can be applied directly to the clusters generated by
the embedding from CVQVAE.

For the pseudotime analysis, or equivalently cell state analysis, we are interested in assessing
developmental cell trajectories in the embedding space. These trajectories could be observed on
both data sets before multi-omics data integration. Intuitively, we would hope that the trajectory
information could still be detected after integration. To verify this, we visually assess the trajectories
before and after integration. In Figures 7a and 7b, we see that, before the multi-omics data integration,
the trajectories are somewhat dispersed due to the batch effects. After multi-omics data integration,
the differentiation trend of cells can be observed in the upper right of Figure 6c. We see that
after completing multi-omics data integration, our model retains the trajectory information of cell
differentiation and reduces batch effects, making the distribution of related cells more concentrated
and making it straightforward to determine the path of cell differentiation. This provides evidence
that our model can facilitate trajectory analysis of multi-omics data.

4 Discussion

We proposed a quantized VAE model using the cross training strategy to integrate multi-omics
single-cell data. Through experiments, we showed that the embeddings generated by our model can
eliminate the batch effect among different omics and retain the biological information of data to
the maximum extent. Next we provide additional discussion on three points: the selection of the
auto-encoder structure, the model parameter selection, and benchmark selection.

4.1 Choice of auto-encoder structure

We firstly considered a variational auto-encoder (VAE) for this task. The VAE encoder provides a
more robust generalization performance compared with auto-encoder. The encoding generated by
a VAE is technically a distribution, and we obtain embedding from the distribution by sampling.
However, the original form of VAE suffers from the problem caused by posterior collapse, which
means that if the latent space representation (the output of the encoder model) used as decoder
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Figure 6: Pseudotime analysis: a) Cell state information on the original (pre-integration) scATAC-
seq data. b) Cell state information on the original (pre-integration) scRNA-seq data. c) Cell state
information on integrated space. The red arrow indicates the direction of cellular growth.
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input are not high-quality (too weak or too noisy), the decoder will prefer to ignore the latent space 
representation and generate output based on the autoregression property (1). If this happens, the 
embeddings will lose their representative information.

In addition, we cannot guarantee an effective training process for the VAE model (Appendix E). Since 
the source of such collapse is the Gaussian distribution assumption of the VAE model and the loss 
function of this model (34), it is a natural choice to consider modifying the representation of latent 
space and the loss function. We do that by considering adding a vector quantization operation. In 
Appendix E, we give a theoretical justification that VQVAE can solve posterior collapse. VQ-VAE 
utilizes a quantized latent space to increase its flexibility, and VQ-VAE also modifies the loss function 
to make the training process more manageable. Moreover, for VQ-VAE-based cross-trained model, 
we can train it more smoothly (Appendix E). Therefore, we decided to utilize the VQ-VAE-based 
cross model to integrate the multi-omics data.

4.2 Parameter combination

Parameter tuning is an essential step in deep learning methods. The right combination of parameters 
can significantly improve performance. For our CVQVAE, the hyper-parameters to be adjusted are 
training epoch (default: 200), batch size (default: 1024), learning rate (default: 1e-4), the dimensions 
of the embedding space (default: 2048), and the set of weighted parameters used to control the loss: 
λc1 (default: 1), λc2 (default: 1), λz (default: 10).

4.3 Benchmark selection

In this paper, we focused on developing a novel tool for multi-omics data integration. The integration 
step of different omics data is essential, but preserving the biological characteristics that are specific 
to each type of data is crucial. Therefore, we chose more metrics and larger weights focusing on 
biological information conservation in our evaluation process, and we assigned a larger weight for 
these scores when computing the final score.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we designed a deep learning based multi-omics data integration method, known 
as CVQVAE. We have demonstrated the efficiency and good performance of our design through 
experiments and have justified some model choices t heoretically. The experimental results show 
that our model can preserve certain types of biological information better than other state-of-the-art 
benchmark methods based on different metric scores. Moreover, based on gene expression and 
pseudotime analysis, we demonstrated potential benefits of utilizing CVQVAE as a first step before 
annotation pipelines and cell trajectory analysis. We believed that this model can also integrate other 
data with paried information. As a future research direction, we plan to further explore the advantages 
of performing downstream biological analysis on the integrated space created from multi-omics 
datasets as opposed to working with single modality datasets. Moreover, we wish to investigate the 
potential of integrated multi-omics datasets to uncover new research insights for disease detection 
and prevention.

6 Reproducibility

All analyses were performed on High Performance Computing (HPC) clusters. The CPU used is an 
Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 5222, 2.6 GHz, the GPU is NVIDIA GeForce RTX3090, and the RAM is 
30GB. The codes of this paper can be found in https://github.com/HelloWorldLTY/CVQVAE.
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A Update the discrete dependent variable space via EMA

We can use this algorithm to update e in the space K. Now we consider the set zi,1, zi,2, ..., zi,ki
as

the set of ki samples from the encoder which are closed to ei, and to update ei, we can minimize the
loss:

L =

ki∑
j

∥zi,j=1 − ei∥2

Therefore, if we consider the cumulant of ki at time t as Kt
i , and the cumulant of zi at time t as Zt

i ,
we can update Kt

i , Z
t
i , e

t
i using:

K
(t)
i := K

(t−1)
i ∗ γ + k

(t)
i (1− γ)

Z
(t)
i := Z

(t−1)
i ∗ γ +

∑
j

z
(t)
i,j (1− γ)

e
(t)
i :=

Z
(t)
i

K
(t)
i

,

where γ ∈ (0, 1) and we choose γ = 0.99 in our model.

B Multi-omics data integration results
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Table 2: Overall score of different models on Ma dataset

Methods NMI Celltype ASW CC TC Batch ASW Graph connectivity Score
Raw 0.582 0.491 0.661 0.484 0.964 0.730 0.671

scJoint 0.473 0.501 0.916 0.240 0.969 0.852 0.683
CLUE 0.689 0.562 0.943 0.477 0.975 0.958 0.787

CVQ-VAE 0.528 0.501 0.943 0.846 0.959 0.939 0.802

C Exploring variations of CVQVAE

When we designed our model, we considered several variants, including the removal of the vector
quantization, and two ways to combine the latent representations z1 and z2 of the same cell and
produce a single common representation z. The four variations we compare in this section are:

1. CVQVAE-ori: This is the main model described in previous sections.
2. CVAE: This is the original design of our model without the vector quantization. In this

model, we do not combine the latent representation of the two encoders and use VAE.
3. CVQVAE-avg: This is the version of our model that averages the latent representations.

Inspired by multiVI (2), in this version, we set the latent representation for the two modalities
to be the average of the two encoder outputs and shared by both decoders.

4. CVQVAE-lin: This is the version of our model where we take a linear combination of the
latent representations. Inspired by JAE (22), in this version, after we combine the outputs of
the two encoders, we input them into a linear layer of the neural network to obtain the new
embedding and use it as input to the decoder.

The comparison between these different variations can be found in Table 3. From Table 3, we see that

Table 3: Overall score for ablation test models

Methods NMI Celltype ASW CC TC Batch ASW Graph connectivity Score
CVAE 0.474 0.488 0.625 0.823 0.788 0.855 0.690

CVQVAE-ori 0.780 0.569 0.883 0.880 0.883 0.982 0.840
CVQVAE-avg 0.778 0.554 0.842 0.578 0.901 0.976 0.788
CVQVAE-lin 0.767 0.555 0.848 0.879 0.904 0.970 0.832

the method considered in the previous sections, CVQVAE-ori, has the best overall results, followed
by CVQVAE-lin. Therefore, we choose CVQVAE-ori as the final version of our model.

D Differential expression genes
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Figure 9: Differential expression test. For four different cell-type labels (B1 B, CD14+ Mono,
CD16+ Mono, CD4+ T activated), we identify the genes that are most differentially expressed in the
corresponding subset of cells.

E The advantages of VQ-VAE compared with VAE

In part 1, we will give a proof about how VQ-VAE can address the posterior collapse problem. Now
we define the posterior collapse as:

Definition 1 (Posterior collapse). Given a probability model p(x, z; θ), a parameter value θ = θ̂, and
a dataset x = (x1, . . . , xn), the posterior of the latent variables z collapses if

p(z | x; θ̂) ≃ p(z)

Proof If we intend to avoid this condition, we need to ensure that x, θ̂ should always involve in the
posterior calculation. Therefore, we consider such optimization process for the embedding:

znew(fe(x, θ̂)) = argmini(||zKi − fe(x, θ̂)||2)

where znew represent the quantized vector, zKi represent a vector from discrete dependent variable
space K, and fe(x, θ̂) represent a function which can map the input data into the latent space, and we
use neural networks here to fit this function. Here znew will become the new input into the decoder
model, which means that the decoder can be represented as:

D(znew) = fd(argmini(||zKi − fe(x, θ̂)||2) = D(zK , x, θ̂)

Now consider the embedding generated by VAE model, which can be represented as:

z = fµ(x, θ̂) + sfσ(x, θ̂) where s ∼ Normal(0, 1)

Therefore, in the case of using VQ-VAE, because zi is an estimator of fe(x, θ̂) under the squared error
loss, the decoder can always decode the distribution constructed based on the input data. However,
for the original VAE design, z is not an estimator. Based on this property, VQ-VAE is not affected by
posterior collapse. That is why our model can address this problem.

In part 2, we will compare CVAE vs CVQVAE based on the loss curve analysis (Figure 10). In the
loss curve of CVAE, the initial optimizing process is very fast till the blue star part. This indicates that
the model was only optimized in the first few epochs, and the optimization of subsequent epochs was
ignored due to the influence of posterior collapse, so the curve appeared very stable, which means
that in the following training step the total loss will not change anymore. The results of latent space
generated by CVAE are also more mixed.

To address this problem, we utilize VQ-VAE to replace the original VAE model. VQ-VAE discretized
the embedding in the optimization process, and allowed us to select the most appropriate posterior
vector according to the embedding database after obtaining the output of encoder. Therefore,
randomness was added in the selection process. The increment of the complexity and flexibility of
the embedding space allows it to contain more information. Our new loss function ensures that the
representation of embedding space is optimized while the decoder reconstructs the input data. From
the loss curve of CVQVAE, we can observe that the total loss keeps on reducing, which means that
the optimizing process can work properly comparing with the VAE version.
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Figure 10: Training loss curves of CVAE (total_vae) & CVQVAE (total_vqvae)
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